By Jon Teater

TenPoint
Stealth SS

I

received a call recently from
TenPoint wanting to see if I was
aware of its latest and greatest
offerings. Fortunately, because of a
few Internet searches during the trade
show season, I had been on top of all
the new releases and was quite familiar with the new TenPoint and Wicked
Ridge designs. While at the Archery
Trade Show and SHOT Show, TenPoint
had gathered a huge amount of feedback on the 2013 models. Show participants were particularly interested in
the TenPoint Stealth SS and that’s the
model the company chose to have me
test for ArrowTrade readers.
TenPoint doesn’t want to arm
archers with a subpar crossbow. The
owners of TenPoint will not sell any
crossbow that they wouldn’t shoulder
themselves. Most archers expect the
owners of an archery company to stand
by and believe in the products they sell.
This company stands by its products
with quality service and comprehensive warranties. The company believes
its products are superior to the competition and those that are lucky enough
to experience a TenPoint crossbow
know and understand why this company has climbed to the top.
The TenPoint Stealth SS evolved

from the award-winning Stealth XLT.
The company reduced the weight
and dimensions making the Stealth
SS crossbow roughly a pound lighter
and a few inches shorter. These may
sound like minor differences but in
the archery world, these design alterations go a long way. In fact, this product is amongst the smallest and most
compact I have tested and based on
TenPoint’s portfolio, it’s the most compact ever built.

Testing Background

Introduction

The Stealth SS went through a standard and regimented performance test.
The focus of this type of test is to determine, for a specified product, the performance characteristics. Additionally,
the goal is to provide those archers that
enjoy shooting and/or hunting with
appropriate objective information, as

The Stealth SS is offered in two
packages. The packages differ slightly;
the Stealth SS can be equipped with
either the crank powered ACUdraw
or the lighter ACUdraw 50. The product tested for this article included an
ACUdraw 50 built into the stock and
a 3x Pro-View 2 Scope. In addition,
a side-mounted quiver and bracket
are included. The product is topped
off with three Pro Elite carbon arrows
sporting a new nock concept known
as Omni Nock. I will discuss the significance of the nock later on. Overall,
these packages are very complete and
an archer should require less than half
an hour for assembly and sighting in.
In fact, total assembly took less than
15 minutes after reading
through the manual.
TenPoint isn’t a company that sits back and lets
its products go stagnant.
The company is full of ideas
and continues to try and
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well as some subjective commentary,
for aiding in the purchase process.
With that said, this evaluation is by no
means conclusive. Each archer should
assess what is important to him or
her and interpret the results within
the context of this article. As always, I
recommend that anyone who is considering a crossbow shoot as many different makes and models as possible
to determine what best suits his or her
individual needs and desires.
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push the limits so it can keep producing the best products in the industry.
Several years back, when I tested the
Stealth XLT, I was very impressed. I
recall shortened limbs, better ergonomics and an ease of shooting that most
of the competition within the marketplace had not been able to equal. The
new Stealth SS maintains those features and adds a few more. To start, the
Xtreme Limb Technology is one of the
primary talking points for sales purposes. Nowadays, archers prefer and some
insist on compact designs. The angled,
machined limb pockets fitted with 11
inch IsoTaper Limbs help create one
of the most compact crossbows in the
industry. The crossbow’s axle-to-axle
length reduces approximately 4 inches
at full-draw. Compactness isn’t limited
to the width of the front end or “prod.”
The Functionally Superior Bullpup
(FSB) stock reduces overall length by
latching the string behind the trigger.
It is the foundation for creating a feel

and look that differs from the earlier
Stealth XLT model. The stock includes
strategic cutouts or ports; the net result
is less weight. In addition, the stock
helps to create better balance and supports increased accuracy. Other items
of consideration for the stock are the
comb height and length of pull. These
two characteristics were designed to
fit most shooters and in my case were
optimal for my shooting style.
The crossbow dimensions/weights
measured out of the box appear at the
bottom of the left hand page.
Next, the crossbow went through
a thorough inspection. The review
focused on the string/cables, the
eccentrics, the limb and limb pockets,
the rail, the stock, the butt plate, the
trigger housing, the trigger and the trigger guard. After a thorough review of
the Stealth SS, I found only a few blemishes on the ends of the limbs. Other
than the mentioned area, the product
was flawless. I would rate the product

above average in the workmanship
section. Thereafter, I put the product
through a 100-150 shot cycling to verify
functionality. Some minor testing was
performed but the focus was to detect
any issues or concerns with the product before starting the actual performance testing. The amount of shooting
I do at this segment is more than most
of your customers will do with their
crossbows in a year. The Stealth SS performed well in this segment. No major
differences were noted from the start to
the finish. The string serving had some
minor wear, which is caused by contact
against the rail. It’s important to follow
the required rail lubrication practices
indicated in the manual to reduce wear
and tear.
The crossbow is next evaluated on
the five criteria outlined below at the
bottom of this page.

Detailed Test Results

Dynamic Efficiency: The dynamic
efficiency portion of the test utilizes a
Revere Load-Cell controlled by a winch
device; the load-cell connects to the
crossbow with a cocking aid. The crossbow is mounted in a shooting platform
that controls any movement that might
be experienced as Force-Draw curves
are taken. The stored energy obtained
from the Force-Draw curve is used in
conjunction with speed measurements
to calculate dynamic efficiency.
Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Speed measurements are taken with
three projectiles. A Pact Chronograph
XP and a Competition Electronics
Pro-Chrono IR are set in tandem to
record results. The average speed
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measurement is divided by the power
stroke to determine the speed per inch
of power stroke.
Noise Output: Sound measurements are recorded with three projectiles. The measurements were averaged
and the sound meter was set to take
measurements with the A-weighted filter (which mimics the human ear).
Trigger Force: The Trigger
Force measurements were recorded
in pounds and averaged. An Imada
Digital Force Gauge is used to determine the peak Trigger Force.
Precision
Measurements:
Provides an indication of how close

groups were shot together when shooting by hand from a bench rest or other
supportive device. Extreme spread is
the method used to calculate group
size.

The Initial Review

The Stealth SS was received in an
average sized box. Each component
was well contained within the
box. The scope was
already installed
and required some
The Oklahoma State archery record
fine tuning. The
typical buck was killed over Buck Blitz. prod (riser) uses
a sizable bolt to
Give us a call or check out our
mate to the barrel.
web site to learn the reasons why
After assembly of
the primary comBuck Blitz has really
ponents, the stirgood repeat sales to customers.
rup is installed.
Slotted areas at the
front of the riser
and locking set
screws accept and
secure the stirrup.
Overall, setting
the crossbow up
for use was quick
and easy, taking a
minimal amount
of time.
After assembly,
I
again
checked
through
Buck Blitz/Shinnery Ridge, LLC
the manual. The
17934 East 1010 Road, Cheyenne, OK 73628
manual
covers
PH: 580-497-6848 Fax: 580-497-2372
safeguards, assemwww.buckblitz.com
bly and operation.

Premier Deer Attractant

I also focused on the general instructions that are secured around the string
and cables. This easy-to-read notification hits the high points for archers
prior to operation. The company wants
to make sure customers avoid improper finger and/or hand placement, do
not dryfire the product and use the
proper amount, type and frequency of
rail lubrication.
Finally, there are limited operational warranty terms and conditions.
I recommend that anyone that considers buying this crossbow reads through
these terms in detail. The terms are also
posted on TenPoint’s website. There
are strict rules that must be followed
in order to activate the warranty and
make a claim, so be conscious of that.

In The Field
Hunting season has come and
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gone in the northeast, which leaves
no time to consider how this product
would perform in a hunting scenario.
However, I am left with time to test and
prepare for next year. Over the years,
I have become somewhat familiar
with TenPoint products. They normally exude a similar look and feel. This
product looks and feels different and
I suspect much of that feeling comes
from the stock. The stock is made of 30
percent glass filled polypropylene and
is lighter than previous designs. It’s
not just the relatively high percentage
of glass that adds strength but the fact
that long fibers of glass are used. As
manufacturers, we want light weight
without compromising strength. As
shooters, we want light weight without
trade-offs in accuracy and ease of handling. We also want comfort.
The essentials when it comes to the
stock design are a proper length of pull
and comb height. Length of pull refers
to the distance from the butt plate
to trigger and the comb is the upper
portion of the stock you’ll rest your

cheek
against.
This product hits
the mark in both
of those areas per
my shooting style.
The stock is precisely designed for
comfort. The ergonomics around
the thumbhole
cutout speak to
my last point. The
ambidextrous safety above that cutout
is positioned perfectly for easy engagement.
Let’s consider the trigger next.
TenPoint produces one of the most
famous triggers in the archery industry, the PowerTouch. To me, the design
feels similar to the AccuTrigger Savage
Arms uses on its rifles. The trigger has
a reasonable pull distance that mirrors
what you see with the pulling profile
of the AccuTrigger. The design differs,
of course, in that the trigger take-up
occurs directly through the trigger and
not through an additional mechanism
located on the
front of the trigger.
The release point
of this crossbow
trigger is predictable during the
pulling sequence.
The fine trigger
played a major
role in the tight
shooting groups
as indicated in the

precise shooting measurements provided herein.
When picking up a crossbow, most
people tend to focus on hand placement and feeling out the balance point.
My hands quickly located the proper
contact points on the crossbow and
everything fit almost like a glove. The
Stealth SS has a nice touch and feel to
the design. The rounded edges around
the thumbhole and forearm provided
added comfort necessary for precise
shooting. The dimensions of the stock
around both of the previous mentioned
components were almost perfect for
my shooting style. I was able to better
control the crossbow because of the
sleek contours and ergonomic design
in all aspects of the stock. The crossbow
demonstrated optimal balance, which
seems to be approximately a few inches
forward of the trigger.
I brought the Stealth SS to a predetermined shooting location with three
targets spaced at various distances.
The furthest was just beyond 40 yards.
My treestand includes a removable
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shooting rail and some nearby branches for cover, which can be problematic
at times with crossbows that are larger
in the horizontal axis. Obviously, the
Stealth SS is compact, so I had a good
experience when shooting from the
treestand. The results can be summed
up fairly simply: bull’s-eye after bull’seye. Some of the contributing factors to
superb shooting are the ACUdraw 50,
stock ergonomics and balance, rubberlike stirrup, illuminated reticle and
trigger. Why do I cite the cocking mechanism as a contributor to accuracy? It’s
designed to cock the crossbow evenly
so the string is perfectly centered above
the rail shot after shot.

Hot Features
The Functionally Superior Bullpup
stock and tactical alumininum barrel
with a skeleton appearance are both
functional and practical. A lighter
crossbow is something most archers
demand.
The Stealth SS has rubber inserts
under the barrel. The inserts are located in three locations. The most noticeable is toward the front end of the
stock. The rubber extends outward and
acts as safety wings. The wings function to help the shooter keep hands/
fingers below the flight deck and out
of the path of string travel. The other
rubber inserts located near the center
of the barrel and just above the thumbhole work to separate the barrel from
the stock. These rubber-like bedding
inserts have an additional benefit of
reducing vibration and noise.
TenPoint receives a lot of feedback
from its customer base and used that
feedback to guide the design of this
new model. The product is designed
to be lightweight and compact but that
can be counterproductive at times if
you also hope to reduce vibration and
noise. We know consumers want quiet
crossbows, just like they want quiet
vertical bows. In both cases, we’re talking about short range hunting weapons
where noise is an enemy of the stealth
we need to employ. Producing a quiet
crossbow is a tall order. especially when
you cut down the mass of the stock.
Somehow, the company has overcome
the inherent challenges. The Stealth SS
sound measurements are amongst the
lowest I have tested. For reference, this

model is quieter and, mind you, faster
than the previous Stealth XLT model.
The final hot feature is the Omni
Nock installed on the Pro Elite carbon
arrows. I see a need for certain crossbow designs to function with grooved
nocks to prevent the string from overshooting or undershooting the arrow.
Some companies prefer flat nocks to
moon nocks, feeling they hold the
edge in accuracy. The new TenPoint
designed nock is neither a half moon
nor a flat nock; instead, it has micro
grooves designed to work particularly well with the extreme string angles
inherent in compact crossbows. This is
an interesting innovation and a feature
I enjoyed while shooting.

Possible Refinements
As with most products, I did find
things that can be improved upon,
though it is hard to pick apart products
like this one that include many innovations and well-designed features.
While shooting, I noticed a significant
amount of pressure from the retention
spring (or lever). The tension hindered
me from quickly loading an arrow into
the trigger housing. The tension does
have its benefits, as it can help control
the arrow during the firing sequence,
for instance, keeping it in place even if
you’ve got the crossbow tipped sharply down. The other area of concern
relates to the performance results. The
crossbow produced excellent speeds;
however, the crossbow did not produce
efficiency percentages greater than 75
percent. From a design standpoint, this
could be an area to refine and improve
for the future.

Summary
It’s great to see companies collecting user feedback. It’s even better to see
companies listening to the feedback
and then utilizing the opinions of the
customer to develop a truly innovative
product. The Stealth SS hits all the high
points. It’s compact, lightweight and
quiet. When it comes to performance,
the information stated in this article
speaks for itself. The performance
information reveals a product that can
flat out shoot. The precision numbers
are better than the typical 2 inch average I normally achieve at 40 yards. And
by the way, the Stealth SS hits the mark
with some heady speeds.
Overall, this product will sell based
on its looks and feel. The compactness
is the primary consideration when the
shooter picks up and fires the crossbow. Innovations like the rubber wings
and FSB stock are major talking points.
Make sure to discuss the improvements
of this product in comparison to the
top-selling Stealth XLT model offered
previously.
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